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Approval of Electriflcation Plan in the colonies / Multi-
storied Buildings /Group housing societies developed by
HUDA / HSIIDC /Private Colonizerc ISEZ - Load norms for
Community sites and Nursing Homes in residential plotted
colonies-Clariflcation thereof.

Subject:

This is with reference to Sales Circular No. D-16/2O17 &

D-26/2OL9 vide which the revised load norms were circulated. Now,

ambiguity has been observed by load sanctioning wing as well as by field

offices for the various plot sizes falling between two categories and regarding

applicability of load norms for towns like Sohna and Dharuhera. The same is

clarified as under:-

1. Assessment of load for the plot size falling between two cateqories:-

In such cases the load for the lower category plot defined in

Sales Circular No. D-16/2017 shall be taken corresponding to its absolute

size matching with the plot in reference. For the fraction f part plot size, load

shall be assessed based on the delta increase in size of plot and its
proportionate increase in load as gathered from the Sales Circular No.

D-r6l2OL7 .

The following formula has been derived for calculating the load

norms of the plots in between two specific size as mentioned below:-

( Load fiisher)- Load Gower) )
(Load 1,stant) = Load gowerl + X lSize (,,stant)- Size gower)

(Size fiigneo- Size Goweil)

Load (Instant) -Plot for which load norms has to be determined

Load (Higher) - Load norms of the plot of next higher size

Load (Lower)- Load norms of the plot of preceding size

Size (Instant) - Size of plot for which load norms has to be determined



Size (Higher) - Size of plot of next category

Size (Lower) -- Size of plot of preceding category '

Example for plot size of 4.2 Marla (A-Class Cityf :-

Load (4.21 = 10+ ((12-lO) I @-40.ft.2-41 =10.2 KW

2. Applicabilitv of load norms for town like Sohna & Dharuhera:-
' It is clarified that the load norms for towns like Sohna,

Dharuhera shall be applicable as per their respective cities/towns i.e

Gurugram for Sohna and Rewari for Dharuhera respectively being expansion

of these existing towns.

Sales Circular D-16/2017 and D-2612019 are amended to this

extent only.

The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all

concerned for strict and meticulous compliance'

Supe'ifnte nding Engine er / Commercial
For Chief Engineer /Commercial,

DHBVN, Hisar.


